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A BSTRACT
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a new class of powerful machine learning models, but easy programming and
efficient computing is often at odds. Current GNN frameworks are based on a message passing paradigm, and
allow the concise expression of GNN models using built-in primitives and user defined functions (UDFs). While
built-in primitives offer high performance, they are limited in expressiveness; UDFs are flexible, but often have
low performance and use excessive memory. In this paper, we propose Graphiler, a compiler stack for GNNs
which achieves high performance while offering the flexibility of the UDF programming interface. At the core of
Graphiler is a novel abstraction called Message Passing Data Flow Graph (MP-DFG), which enables optimizations
that substantially reduce computational redundancy and memory footprint, and optimizes both homogeneous and
heterogeneous GNNs under a unified framework. Experiments show Graphiler can accelerate UDF GNNs by up
to two orders of magnitude, and achieve performance close to or superior to expert implementations, and do so
with substantial memory savings.
1

I NTRODUCTION

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have recently achieved stateof-the-art performance in a variety of application domains,
including recommendation systems (Ying et al., 2018), drug
discovery (Chen et al., 2018a), combinatorial optimization
(Li et al., 2018), and others. GNNs combine operations from
deep neural networks (DNNs) with graph propagation and
iteratively update node and edge features based on features
from neighbors. GNNs can be characterized by a message
passing paradigm (Gilmer et al., 2017; Hamilton et al., 2017)
consisting of three stages: message creation, message aggregation and feature update. This simple yet powerful
formulation allows for concisely expressing a broad range
of GNN models, and has been adopted by a number of popular GNN frameworks, including DGL (Wang et al., 2019b),
PyG (Fey & Lenssen, 2019), PGL (Baidu, 2019) and Graph
Nets (Battaglia et al., 2018).
However, these frameworks face a challenging trade-off
between performance and flexibility. In particular, to enable
users to easily construct novel GNN models, several existing
frameworks allow the creation of user-defined functions
(UDFs) using standard tensor operations which users are
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familiar with. But while this design permits a high degree
of flexibility, straightforward implementations of UDFs are
often sub-optimal, and suffer from redundant computations
and excessive memory consumption (Huang et al., 2021).
Additionally, complex UDFs may include a large number of
small tensor operations, leading to excessive function call
overhead.
To achieve higher performance, these frameworks also provide a limited set of built-in primitives based on highly
efficient sparse matrix operations. These primitives are powerful if effectively leveraged, but require in-depth knowledge of the framework as well as the model at hand, and are
tedious to optimize when used in combination.
The performance & flexibility trade-off is even more pronounced for complex models such as heterogeneous graph
neural networks (hetero-GNNs). Heterogeneous graphs contain typed nodes and edges, and are prevalent in a number of
real-world settings such as knowledge graphs, E-commerce
and social networks. As such, hetero-GNNs form an active area of research (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Hu et al.,
2020d; Wang et al., 2019c; Zhang et al., 2019). However,
none of the built-in primitives in current GNN frameworks
support hetero-GNN operations, and users must resort to
using much less efficient UDF-based implementations. Furthermore, optimizing hetero-GNNs for computational and
memory efficiency is even more challenging, as users need
to carefully deal with the complex data access patterns associated with heterogeneous graphs. As an example of this
difficulty, we show in §5.2.2 that even experienced system
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developers often produce sub-optimal hetero-GNN implementations.
In this paper, we propose Graphiler, a GNN compiler which
automatically compiles GNNs defined using UDFs into efficient execution plans, which allows creating high performance models while retaining the expressiveness of the
UDF interface. At the core of Graphiler is a novel abstraction called message passing data flow graph (MP-DFG),
which enriches traditional DFGs with graph-based message
passing semantics. MP-DFG uses semantic information
from message passing UDF signatures to deduce data movement patterns in the computation, then applies a number of
powerful optimizations based on these patterns. For example, MP-DFG allows detecting opportunities for broadcast
reordering or fusion, which can significantly reduce redundant computations and memory accesses. Our abstraction
also generalizes naturally to hetero-GNNs, allowing them
to share data structures and kernels originally designed for
homogeneous GNNs, and enabling the automated discovery
of previously unexplored optimizations.
We evaluate the effectiveness of Graphiler by using it to
compile a number of state-of-the-art GNN and hetero-GNN
models written using UDFs. The results show that Graphiler
can accelerate the models by up to two orders of magnitude,
and achieve performance on par with or sometimes superior to implementations written and tuned by expert users
using built-in primitives. On hetero-GNNs, Graphiler can
outperform state-of-the-art implementations by up to 7.9×.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide an overview of the message passing paradigm for GNNs and hetero-GNNs, and introduce
two running examples we will refer to in the remainder of
the paper.
2.1

Message Passing Paradigm for GNNs

Let G = (V, E) be a graph with node set V and edge set
E. Each node u ∈ V is associated with a feature vector
xu ∈ Rfv , and each edge (u, e, v) ∈ E 1 is associated with
a feature vector we ∈ Rfe , where fv and fe are the feature dimensions. The message passing paradigm for GNNs
consists of three stages:
me
hv
xnew
v

=
=
=

φ (xu , xv , we ) , (u, e, v) ∈ E,
ρ ({me : (u, e, v) ∈ E}) ,
ψ (xv , hv ) , v ∈ V.

Message creation Each edge produces a message by applying an edge-wise message function φ to its own
1

We follow the notation adopted in (Wang et al., 2019b), where
e represents the ID of the edge.

features and the features of its two endpoints.
Message aggregation Each node aggregates the messages
from incoming edges using an aggregation function ρ.
Feature update Each node updates its features using a
node-wise update function ψ.
The preceding model is defined for homogeneous graphs,
but can be extended naturally to heterogeneous graphs with
multiple node and edge types. An example of a heterogeneous graph is for modeling a citation network. Here we
can define two types of nodes, authors and papers, as well
as two types of edges, the first between an author node and a
paper node representing authorship, and the second between
a pair of paper nodes representing a citation. Formally, we
define a heterogeneous graph as HG = (V, E, A, R). V
and E again represent nodes and edges, and A and R are
finite sets representing node and edge types, resp. We define
functions τ : V → A and ϕ : E → R mapping each node
or edge to its type. In addition, each type κ ∈ A ∪ R is
associated with a weight tensor wκ . The message passing
paradigm for hetero-GNNs can then be defined as follows:

me = φ xu , xv , we , wτ (u) , wτ (v) , wϕ(e) , (u, e, v) ∈ E,
hv = ρ ({me : (u, e, v) ∈ E}) ,
xnew
= ψ xv , hv , wτ (v) , v ∈ V.
v
2.2

Running Examples: GAT and HGT

We now describe the widely used graph attention network
(GAT) (Velickovic et al., 2018) GNN, and its hetero-GNN
counterpart heterogeneous graph transformer (HGT) (Hu
et al., 2020d), in order to help illustrate the design and
capabilities of Graphiler. The main difference between
these two models lies in the message creation stage. Given
an edge j → i, the node and edge messages for the edge in
GAT are given by:
mj→i
ej→i

=
=

zj = W hj ,
LeakyReLU (W

(1)
AT T

(zi ||zj )),

(2)

HGT was inspired by the design of Transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017), and maps the features of each node i into
Query, Key and Value vectors using matrices WτK(i) , WτQ(i)
and WτV(i) based on the node’s type τ (i) (Equation (3)).
To incorporate relational information, it further introduces
AT T
M SG
two weight matrices Wϕ(j→i)
and Wϕ(j→i)
associated edge
j → i’s type ϕ(j → i) (Equations (4) and (5)):
Kj , Qi , Vj

=

WτK(j) hj , WτQ(i) hi , WτV(j) hj ,

(3)

mj→i

=

M SG
Wϕ(j→i)
Vj ,

(4)

=

AT T
Kj Wϕ(j→i)
QTi ,

(5)

ej→i
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GAT and HGT share the same message aggregation function,
where each node receives messages from incoming edges
and produces an aggregated result r:
αj→i

=

ri

=

exp(ej→i )
,
k∈N (i) exp(ek→i )
X
αj→i mj→i ,

P

(6)
(7)

j∈N (i)

In the feature update stage, the features of each node are
updated by an activation function σ; for ease of exposition,
we omit the complex update performed in HGT.
hnew
i

3

= σ(ri )

(8)

P ERFORMANCE P ROBLEMS OF
C URRENT GNN S YSTEMS

A key to the success of GNNs is the flexible choice of
the message function φ, aggregation function ρ and update
function ψ in the message passing paradigm. Current GNN
systems allow users to express these functions natively in
Python using tensor operators and then invoke them using
system provided APIs, a programming paradigm which we
call user-defined functions (UDFs). Figure 1(a) shows a
simplified implementation of GAT and HGT in DGL’s UDF
interface, where each line of code is associated with an
equation from §2.2. Other frameworks such as PyG adopt
a similar design. While UDFs is flexible and user-friendly,
they can lead to significantly degraded performance. This
forces these frameworks to provide efficient but much less
expressive primitive operators.
3.1

Redundancy in message creation

The message creation UDF message hgt (lines 8-17) provides users an edge-centric view. Users can access the previously computed representations of an edge’s source and
destination nodes, the edge itself, and the parameter matrices associated with their types via methods from the edges
argument. All these methods internally gather data from the
corresponding storage tensors and pack them into a message tensor. For example, in line 10, edges.src[’h’]
looks up the source node representation for each edge from
the node tensor storing all the node representations. Likewise, edges.srctype[’Wk’] gathers the weight matrices based on the source node type of each edge, as illustrated
in Figure 1(b). Because all the message tensors have size |E|
in the leading dimension, the subsequent batch mm can
perform many matrix multiplications in a batch.
This approach for gathering data leads to a large amount of
redundancy. We show this using an example heterogeneous
citation network with two types of nodes (author and paper)

and two types of edges (authorship and citation). The authorship edges connect author nodes to paper nodes, and the
citation edges connect two paper nodes. Figure 1(b) shows
the messages produced from different source data using different colors, and illustrates the data redundancy incurred.
The redundancy can be severe in real-world graphs, because
many nodes may share the same type (i.e. |A| << |V|) and
nodes may have high degree (i.e. |V| << |E|).
3.2

Fragmented computation in message aggregation

The message aggregation UDF aggregate func (Figure 1(a), lines 19-24) provides users a node-centric view.
Users can access the messages computed by the message
creation UDF as well as the node representations using
the node argument. Since nodes may have different degrees, they can receive different numbers of messages, and
this makes batching during aggregation difficult. To deal
with this, DGL internally shards the message tensor into
multiple pieces, with each piece grouping together nodes
receiving equal number of messages. This “bucketing”
strategy makes it possible to apply arbitrary tensor operations inside an aggregation UDF. The system then invokes
aggregate func on each message tensor shard to obtain
the aggregated messages of all the nodes. In a hetero-GNN,
if a user wishes to aggregate messages differently for different node types, the system further shards the message
tensor based on destination node type and loops over them.
However, sharding message tensors fragments the computation, and leads to performance issues such as low GPU
utilization, large kernel launch overhead, etc.
3.3

Trading expressiveness for efficiency

To circumvent the previous performance issues, all current
GNN frameworks choose to limit their expressiveness to various degrees. For instance, PyG forbids aggregation UDFs
and thus avoids the problem of fragmented computation.
DGL does, but recommends that users express their models
using a set of built-in message creation and aggregation
primitives. For example, if an aggregation UDF simply returns {’r’: sum(nodes.mailbox[’m’])}, it can
be replaced by dgl.sum(’m’, ’r’), which is executed
using an efficient sparse matrix kernel. In addition, if both
the message creation and aggregation functions are chosen
from the built-in set, DGL fuses the two stages and completely bypasses any message creation. This can also be
achieved in PyG using the message and aggregate
function. However, DGL’s approach requires a large set of
built-in primitives to achieve good model coverage, and the
amount of engineering effort needed is often infeasible in
practice. For example, the HGT code in Figure 1(a) cannot
be constructed using the current DGL primitives.
Moreover, even when it is feasible to program a model us-
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Figure 1: (a) GAT and HGT implementations in DGL UDFs. (b) A Toy heterogeneous graph and an illustration of the
message gathering process for code line 10.
which reside on edges, while edges.srctype[’Wk’]
converts weights which reside with node types to messages
on edges. Similarly, message aggregation converts messages
on edges to new node representations. Therefore, the main
algorithmic problems Graphiler focuses on are detecting
data residency changes and deducing optimizations based
on the changes.

4
Figure 2: GAT implementation using DGL primitives.
ing existing primitives, it is challenging for non-experts to
understand and make good use of them. Figure 2 shows
how DGL developers construct the GAT model without
UDFs to achieve better performance. By comparing this
with Figure 1(a), we can observe that users have to carefully manage data associated with nodes and edges in the
same scope, and additionally decompose familiar tensor
operators (e.g. concat and softmax) into efficient but
non-intuitive graph primitives.
3.4

Summary

We observe that UDFs offer a high degree of expressiveness
and work well as a user-facing interface. At the same time,
built-in primitives are a good low-level interface targeting
system efficiency. Therefore, we have built Graphiler as a
compiler stack to build a bridge so as to offer the benefits
of both. A key insight in Graphiler’s design is that the most
computationally demanding parts of a GNN computation,
namely message gathering and aggregation, can be associated with changes in data storage type, which we term data
residency. For instance, edges.src[’h’] converts representations which conceptually reside at nodes to messages

D ESIGN OF G RAPHILER

Graphiler centers around a novel intermediate representation (IR) that we call Message Passing Data Flow Graph
(MP-DFG), which augments a classic DFG with residency
information about tensors and the movement pattern induced by operators. In this section, we first define data
residency and data movement in §4.1, then describe how
Graphiler builds an MP-DFG for a GNN program, in §4.2
which enables two effective GNN optimizations in §4.3.
4.1

Message Passing Data Flow Graph

A DFG is an acyclic graph with nodes and edges representing operators and the dependencies between them, respectively. Existing DNN compilers, including XLA (Google,
2017), NNVM (DMLC, 2017) and JAX (Bradbury et al.,
2018), have successfully leveraged this abstraction. Annotations such as data types and the shapes of intermediate
tensors to enables optimization such as kernel fusion (Chen
et al., 2018b), subgraph substitution (Jia et al., 2019), etc.
The key insight of Graphiler is to extend DFG with message
passing semantics that captures changes in data storage type
as the computation moves along, summarized in Figure 3:
Data residency is an annotation that associates a variable
with the element of a graph, and there are five of them:
node data DV , edge data DE , node type data DA , edge type
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Figure 3: Transition graph for data residency in an MP-DFG.
Edges represent data movement; edge direction indicates
the residency of input and output data.
data DR and shared data DS . The tensors of the first four
residency types have |V|, |E|, |A| and |R| as the size of their
leading dimension, while the tensors of shared residency
type (e.g., GNN model weight matrices) can have arbitrary
shapes since they are not directly related to the graph.
Data movement is associated with each operator, indicating how the operator transforms the data residency of its
input. Under the message passing paradigm, we categorize
each operator into one of four classes:
• Broadcast operators convert data from residency type Dx
to another residency type Dy by index look-up. For example, edges.srctype[’Wk’] (Figure 1, line 10)
converts node type weights into an edge data tensor by
looking up the weight matrices of the source node type of
each edge. Because broadcasting node data or node type
data into edge data can be based on either the source or
destination nodes of edges, we further distinguish them
with BroadcastSrc and BroadcastDst . Broadcast operators typically induce data duplication if |Dy | >> |Dx |.
• Reduce operators are the reverse, as for example in line
23 in Figure 1, where the sum operator transforms the
input data of residency DE to output data of DV by aggregating edge data to a node.
• N orm operators work on edge data, combining two steps
in one by first aggregating edge data belonging to the same
destination node and then broadcasting the aggregated
result back to the edges. Although the data residency of
the output remains the same as that of the input, norm
operators still perform data movements between nodes
and edges internally.
• Dense operators are independent of the graph structure
and generate no data movement. In other words, for input

sum, max, ...
with dim=1
softmax, ...
with dim=1
Other tensor ops

Loc of Call
Msg Creation
Msg Creation
Msg Creation
Msg Creation
Msg Creation
Msg Creation
Msg Aggr.
Msg Aggr. ,
Feat. Update
Msg Aggr. ,
Feat. Update

Data Movement
F etch data : DE
BroadcastSrc : DV → DE
BroadcastDst : DV → DE
BroadcastSrc : DA → DE
BroadcastDst : DA → DE
Broadcast : DR → DE
F etch data : DE

Msg Aggr.

Reduce : DE → DV

Msg Aggr.

N orm : DE → DE

Anywhere

Dense : §4.1

F etch data : DV
Broadcast : DA → DV

data with residency DV , DE , DA , or DR , the operator
will not compute across the first dimension. The data
movement of unary dense operators is illustrated in Figure
3. General dense operators take N inputs {x1 , ..., xN },
where each xi has data residency Di ∈ {DS , α}, for
α ∈ {DV , DE , DA , DR }. It produces output data with
residency DS if all Di = DS , and otherwise is α.

4.2

MP-DFG Builder

Graphiler first extracts a standard DFG from each UDF
using the tools such as TorchScript available for PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). Graphiler first determines the
data residencies for the root variables. This information
is explicitly or implicitly specified through interfaces provided by existing GNN frameworks (e.g., edges.src for
broadcasting node data to edge data, edges.srctype for
broadcasting node type data to edge data, etc.). Graphiler
detects these operations and annotates the input and output
data residencies as well as their data movement types.
Graphiler then infers the data movements of operators and
the residencies of subsequent output variables of the DFG in
a topological order. In each step of this process, Graphiler
uses rules based on operator description, location of invocation (i.e., stage of message passing) and input data residency
to perform inference. These inference rules are listed in
Table 1. Inference can fail if a user invokes either operators
or APIs on data with invalid residency types, or invokes
customized operators whose data movements are unknown.
In these cases, Graphiler will abort and fall back. Graphiler
also supports expanding the rule set for customized operators and preparing these rules is onetime and lightweight.
Once inference is completed, all variables and operators
will have been populated with their respective residency
and movement types, and an MP-DFG is created. Figure 4
shows the MP-DFG built by Graphiler from the GAT code
sample. Using the MP-DFG formalism, Graphiler is able
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Figure 4: (a) Transformation on the MP-DFG of GAT. (b) Transformation on part of the MP-DFG of HGT
to effectively model irregular data accesses in aggregation
UDFs containing Reduce and N orm operators, and automatically replace regular tensor operators in UDFs with
efficient primitives to remove the fragmented computations
described in §3.2.
4.3

MP-DFG Optimizer

Graphiler adopts a pattern matching approach to optimize
MP-DFGs. It iteratively traverses an MP-DFG to match
subgraphs with predefined patterns and replace them with
optimized ones. By capturing the semantics of message
passing computations, MP-DFGs enable several optimizations which can substantially accelerate GNN models. Here
we discuss two important optimization patterns.
4.3.1

Broadcast Reordering

As discussed in §3.1, broadcast operations can introduce
redundant computations. For instance, consider the two
matrix multiplications at line 3 in the GAT example, where
node data gets scattered first and then multiplied. Suppose
the node feature size is d1 and the weight matrix w has shape
d1 × d2 , this multiplication is O(|E| + |E|d1 d2 ), where the
first term is the cost of broadcasting node features onto
edges while the second term is for the matrix multiplication.
The redundancy can be eliminated by changing the order
of the computation sequence as shown in Figure 4 (a), with
the same result but drop the complexity to O(|V|d1 d2 + |E|)
(since |E| >> |V| for most graphs): computing the matrix
multiplication first then broadcasting the outcome to edges.
Formally, we define the following sub-graph substitution
rule:
Source Pattern: y = f (g(x)), where f and g are Dense

and Broadcast operators respectively2 .
Substitute Pattern: y = g(f (x))
Note that the substitution rule is applicable to both homogeneous and heterogeneous GNNs. For heterogeneous GNNs,
it can appear when node and edge type data are broadcasted
to edges. For example, the Simple-HGN model (Lv et al.,
2021) computes a message of an edge by multiplying the
edge type embedding with a weight matrix. This can be captured by matching x as an edge type data, g as an operator
of movement type Broadcast : DR → DE and f as the
matrix multiplication.
4.3.2

Broadcast Fusion

In DNNs, the tensor produced by one operator is often
immediately consumed by a subsequent operator. Fusing
these two operators into one can greatly reduce memory
bandwidth use and kernel launch overhead. This optimization applies to GNNs with even greater benefit because of
the prevalence of broadcast operations that produces large
amount of data that are soon consumed by operators that
follow. Fusing can often reduce the amount of memory
access and the memory footprint by O(|E|). We separate
this optimization into two computation patterns:
Broadcast-compute. An example can be found in Figure 4(b), which corresponds to the line 14 of HGT code
in Figure 1(a). The intermediate edge data produced by
the broadcast operator edge.type soon gets consumed
by the following batch mm. Suppose W msg has shape
(|R| × d1 × d2 ). By fusing the broadcast operator with
2
For simplicity, we omit the arguments of shared data residency
for all the Dense operators in the pattern description.
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batch mm, the fused kernel is able to directly read from
W msg, eliminating an intermediate memory buffer of size
|E|d1 d2 as well as the memory traffic to access it. We can
formulate this sub-graph substitution rule as follows:
Source Pattern: z = f (g1 (x), y) or z = f (x, g2 (y)) or
z = f (g1 (x), g2 (y)) , where f is an Dense operator, g1
and g2 are Broadcast operators.
Substitute Pattern: z = F usedOp(x, y)
Broadcast-compute-reduce. The pattern is common in
many message passing GNNs. GAT, for example, first looks
up source node features onto edges, scales it by the edge
attention value and aggregates them into new node features.
Expert developers usually rewrite it with framework provided primitives that fuse the three steps into one to avoid
instantiating the intermediate data of size O(E) (Figure 2,
line 17). Graphiler automatically does so with the following
rule:
Source Pattern: z = ρ(f (g1 (x), g2 (y))) or z =
ρ(f (x, g2 (y))) or z = ρ(f (g1 (x), y)), where ρ and f are
Reduce and Dense operators respectively; g1 and g2 are
Broadcast operators.
Substitute Pattern: z = F usedOp(x, y)
While recent works (Wang et al., 2019b; Huang et al., 2021;
Wu et al., 2021) have explored these two types of fusion
patterns for homogeneous GNNs, they failed to identify the
fusion opportunities in hetero-GNNs. With the help of MPDFG, we observe that all explored fusion patterns in prior
works are special cases of our rules, which allows Graphiler
to seamlessly apply broadcast fusion to both homogeneous
and heterogeneous GNNs.
Fused Operator Implementation. Graphiler leverages a
rich set of primitives provided by DGL to serve as kernels of
fused operators. Therefore, Graphiler adopts sparse matrix
representations used in DGL as well, namely CSR and COO.
As a result, load balancing is also largely handled by these
sparse computation kernels. In addition to that, we only
manually implement a few commonly used kernels, e.g.,
segmented matrix multiplication, for better coverage. We
leave efficient sparse matrix computation kernel generation
as a future work.
Besides the optimizations tailored to the message passing
paradigm of GNNs, traditional DFG optimizations such as
dead-code elimination, common sub-expression elimination,
pattern matching and substitution, etc. are applicable to MPDFG as well.

5
5.1

E VALUATION
Experimental Setup and Methodology

Benchmark models and datasets. Our benchmarks are
based on a broad range of GNN models designed for node

classification tasks. These include the widely used Graph
Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf & Welling, 2017), the
attention-based model GAT (Velickovic et al., 2018), and an
improved version of GAT called Constrained GAT (C-GAT)
(Wang et al., 2019a). All three models are standard GNNs
consisting of a single node and edge type. For hetero-GNNs,
we evaluated the popular R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018)
model, and the transformer-based HGT (Hu et al., 2020d)
model, which achieves state-of-the-art accuracy. For all
models, we follow standard practices and use two layers
with 64 dimensions in the hidden layer.
We compare Graphiler with the following four baselines.
• DGL-UDF: A set of non-expert implementations written by DGL users using the UDF interface. These were
collected largely from the DGL forum.
• DGL-Primitives and PyG-Primitives: A set of expert implementations carefully engineered by DGL and PyG
framework developers using primitive operators similar
to the ones shown in Figure 2. These were collected from
the official DGL and PyG repositories.
• Seastar (Wu et al., 2021) implementations: Seastar is a recent GNN framework with a similar pipeline to Graphiler,
but based on a vertex-centric programming interface and
a DFG-based IR.
We validated our experimental results on ten graphs containing thousands to millions of nodes and drawn from a variety
of domains, as shown in Table 2. For homogeneous graphs,
we considered Pubmed (Sen et al., 2008), ogbn-arxiv (Hu
et al., 2020a), PPI (Zitnik & Leskovec, 2017), and Reddit (Hamilton et al., 2017). For heterogeneous graphs, we
considered MUTAG, BGS and AM from the Semantic Web
Dataset (Ristoski et al., 2016), and the ogbn-biokg dataset
from the Open Graph Benchmark (Hu et al., 2020b).
Machine environment. We conducted our experiments
on an AWS p3.2xlarge instance equipped with an NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPU (16GB version) and Intel(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2686 v4@2.30GHz CPUs. The software environment
included Ubuntu 20.04 and CUDA 11.1.
We prototyped Graphiler using DGL v0.6.1 with a PyTorch
1.8.2 backend. Our baselines consist of expert and nonexpert implementations in DGL v0.6.1 and PyTorch Geometric (PyG) 2.0.1. All reported performance numbers are
averages over 1,000 runs and exhibited low variance. The
correctness of programs compiled using Graphiler was verified by comparing their outputs with those from the original
UDF implementations. Each program was only compiled
once for different input graphs and the compilation only
took seconds to complete.
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Table 2: Graph datasets.
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Figure 5: Inference time for homogeneous GNN models on different graph datasets.
We focus our evaluation on a single GPU setting. This was
done because many important GNN applications today fit in
a single GPU. In addition, Graphiler focuses on computation
graph level optimizations, which is orthogonal to the cross
device communication based optimizations considered in
multi-GPU GNN systems. Finally, we believe our reported
speedups will largely carry over to a distributed setting.
In particular, distributed GNN computations often break a
large graph into smaller subgraphs and compute on each
subgraph using individual GPUs. Thus, the performance
of these systems largely depends on the performance of the
single GPU computations.
5.2
5.2.1

End-to-end Comparison
Homogeneous GNNs

We first demonstrate the overall efficiency of Graphiler for
homogeneous GNNs. Note that none of DGL, PyG and
Seastar can express C-GAT using framework provided primitives due to its edge pair-wise normalization. By contrast,
Graphiler can successfully compile and accelerate the UDF
implementation.
As shown in Figure 5, Graphiler significantly outperforms
DGL-UDF on all the models. For example, on the PPI
dataset it achieves a 407×, 604× and 145× speedup for
GCN, GAT and C-GAT, respectively. Our speedup also
scales with graph size because of the skewed degree distribution which severely fragments the computation for message aggregation in DGL-UDF. An exception is the C-GAT

model, where the relative speedup drops on a larger graph
due to the load imbalance problem with the underlying
kernel for the N orm-type operator. We leave the kernel
optimization as a future work.
Compared with DGL-Primitives, PyG-Primitives and
Seastar, Graphiler-compiled programs demonstrate competitive performance in all cases and are faster in many
cases. For GCN, Graphiler achieves almost the same speed
as DGL-primitive, slightly faster than Seastar and 3.4×
faster than PyG-primitive on average over all datasets. For
GAT, the average speedup over DGL-primitive and Seastar
are 3.1× and 2.7× respectively, which is mainly due to the
implementation of the underlying fused kernels (e.g., edge
softmax) implementation.
We also measured GPU memory usage for intermediate data.
From Figure 6 we can see that Graphiler, DGL-primitive
and Seastar consume similar amounts of memory, while the
memory usage of PyG-primitive is much higher on large
graphs like Reddit due to lack of broadcast fusion. This
also explains why PyG-primitive is slower and runs out of
memory for GAT on Reddit.
5.2.2

Heterogeneous GNNs

Due to the complexity of hetero-GNNs, current GNN frameworks like DGL and PyG provide multiple implementations.
The recommended implementation resembles our HGT running example (Figure 1) due to its simplicity and efficiency
on small graphs. However, its memory footprint is quite
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Figure 6: GPU memory usage for homogeneous GNN models on different graph datasets.
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Figure 7: Inference time of hetero-GNN models on different graph datasets.
large due to the broadcasting operations. Another implementation breaks down the overall computation into message
passing on each homogeneous subgraph slice and aggregates
the slice-wise results afterwards. Although it workarounds
the memory issue, the computation is fragmented, leading
to device under-utilization.
We compare Graphiler with both implementations, which
we name DGL-batch and PyG-batch for the first kind and
DGL-slice and PyG-slice for the second kind. The Seastar
baseline does not naturally support hetero-GNNs, and only
provides a hard-coded kernel for R-GCN. It is not clear how
to implement other hetero-GNNs using Seastar.
Figure 7 shows that Graphiler significantly outperforms all
other baselines for R-GCN and HGT on most datasets. For
R-GCN, Graphiler is on average 78×, 21×, 16×, 3.6×
and 4.2× faster than DGL-UDF, DGL-slice, PyG-slice,
DGL-batch and PyG-batch, respectively, across all datasets.
Graphiler achieves comparable performance to Seastar on
small graphs, but shows better scalability and is 3.5× faster
than Seastar on the largest graph AM.
While the batch baselines are fast on small graphs, they
consume much more memory than the slice baselines as
shown in Figure 8. Even though the slice baselines are
memory efficient, they can still run out of memory on large

graphs. Only Graphiler, PyG-slice and Seastar are capable
of running R-GCN on all four datasets, and only Graphiler
can do so for HGT, while all the other baselines run out of
memory; Seastar does not support HGT. This demonstrates
that Graphiler is able to automatically find optimizations for
hetero-GNNs even when experts fail.
5.3

Breakdown Analysis

We pick GAT and HGT to study the contribution of each
optimization in Graphiler.
5.3.1

Performance Improvement

As shown in Figure 9, by simply compiling GAT’s message aggregation UDF into MP-DFG to eliminate degreebucket-based executions, Graphiler already achieves significant speedups, by 55× on average across different graphs.
In addition, broadcast reordering produces another 2.4×
speedup on average by reducing redundant computations.
After applying broadcast fusion, which reduces the number
of memory accesses, Graphiler improves GAT’s speed by
a further 2.2× on average. Fusion is especially useful on
dense graphs such as PPI, with a 4.3× speedup.
Table 3 shows the performance improvement breakdown
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for HGT. Graphiler achieves a 4.9× speedup on MUTAG
by compiling UDF into kernels, which is already close to
the state-of-the-art PyG-batch baseline. The HGT model
does not have the opportunity for broadcast reordering while
broadcast fusion boosts the speed by another 9.2×.
5.3.2

Memory Saving

Figure 10 and Table 4 show memory savings. By removing
fragmented computations, Graphiler not only accelerates
GNNs as shown in Figure 9 and Table 3, but also noticeTable 3: Speedup Breakdown of HGT.
Datasets
MUTAG
BGS
ogbn-biokg
AM

UDF
431
OOM
OOM
OOM

+compile
88
OOM
OOM
OOM

+reorder
88
OOM
OOM
OOM

+fusion
9.5
26.5
75.2
123

ably reduces memory consumption, by 43% on average for
GAT and 37% for HGT. Broadcast reordering reduces the
feature size of nodes, which saves 56% memory on average
and also enables more opportunities for broadcast fusion.
By combining broadcast reordering and fusion, Graphiler
dramatically reduces memory usage, by 76% on average for
GAT and 97% for HGT.
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GNN Frameworks. DGL and PyG support message aggregation UDFs using primitives, as discussed in §3.3. Another approach, used by PGL and Graph Nets, is ragged
tensors. However, operator support for ragged tensors is
currently limited, as implementing high performance kernels is sometimes challenging. In addition, users need to
manage both ragged and dense tensors, which complicates
code maintenance. In contrast, Graphiler can directly compile UDFs into efficient execution plans which utilize sparse
matrix computation primitives.

Optimizing GNN Computation Graphs. HAG (Jia
et al., 2020b) reuses the aggregation result of messages
produced from the same node to eliminate redundant computation. While this approach works nearly optimally for
nodes, it is not applicable to graphs with edge features,
which occur frequently in practice, and are necessary for
attention based GNNs. In contrast, Graphiler can eliminate
redundancy on both nodes and edges.

Graphiler

(Huang et al., 2021) analyzed performance problems in
GNNs and proposed to combine sparse lookup of messages with neural operations to eliminate redundancy. This
technique is a special case of Graphiler’s broadcast fusion
optimization. Seastar (Wu et al., 2021) proposed vertexcentric GNN programming interface using a DFG-based
IR with graph type annotations, fusion patterns and kernel optimizations. As shown in §5, Graphiler has several
advantages compared to Seastar. First, Graphiler directly
compiles highly expressive UDFs, while Seastar requires
GNNs to be reprogrammed using a custom and less expressive vertex-centric interface. Second, Graphiler naturally supports hetero-GNNs using its proposed MP-DFG
IR, whereas Seastar’s GIR can only optimize homogenous
GNNs. Lastly, Graphiler has comparable and in many cases
superior performance to Seastar.
Efficient Sparse Matrix Computations are core to
graph processing and are used to implement a number of
important primitives in GNNs. One line of work, including
FeatGraph (Hu et al., 2020c), GeSpMM (Huang et al., 2020),
FusedMM (Rahman et al., 2020) and GNNAdvisor (Wang
et al., 2021b), optimizes GNN kernels using graph specific
information such as feature dimensions, node degrees, etc.
Graphiler is compatible with all these methods and can utilize their optimized kernels. None of the previous works
studied hetero-GNNs. Graphiler shows that the hetero-GNN
computations can be decomposed into traditional sparse operators using different data mappings, which allows combining existing sparse matrix algorithms with Graphiler to
further improve performance.
Distributed GNNs. The line of work for training GNNs
at scale such as distributed sampling (Zheng et al., 2020; Alibaba, 2019; Park et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2019), intelligent
graph partitioning (Jia et al., 2020a; Lin et al., 2020), efficient communication patterns (Ma et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
2021a; Cai et al., 2021; Gandhi & Iyer, 2021), serverless
computing paradigm (Thorpe et al., 2021), etc. is complementary to our work: Graphiler can be used within a
distributed GNN context.
Graph Processing Systems. Message passing is also
widely used in traditional graph processing systems, but
their computation patterns and optimization methodology
are substantially different to Graphiler. For example, while
Gemini (Zhu et al., 2016) uses message combining to reduce
network communication, Graphiler applies broadcast fusion
to eliminate intermediate data materialization. Similar to
Seastar, Ligra (Shun & Blelloch, 2013) and Medusa (Zhong
& He, 2013) ask users to rewrite their programs using a
fined grained vertex or edge-centric programming model.
However, Graphiler directly compiles programs written in

the more widely used UDF interface into efficient primitives.

Deep Learning Compilers. Compilers for optimizing
deep learning models can be largely divided into two classes.
High-level compilers, including XLA (Google, 2017),
TorchScript (Contributors, 2018), JAX (Bradbury et al.,
2018), Relay (Roesch et al., 2018) perform program-level
optimizations. Low-level compilers, including TVM (Chen
et al., 2018b), TC (Vasilache et al., 2018), etc. aim to generate efficient kernels. Graphiler belongs to the first family,
and uses TorchScript to extract DFG IR from user programs
written in PyTorch before performing follow-up IR transformations. An interesting future direction is to combine
Graphiler with low-level kernel generation.
TASO (Jia et al., 2019) is a DNN computation graph optimizer which automatically searches for pattern substitutions
using a cost-based algorithm. However, it can only be applied to DNNs modeled using standard DFGs, and cannot
detect GNN-specific optimizations. As Graphiler’s MPDFG IR annotates a traditional DFG with message passing
semantics, it enlarges the search space for pattern substitutions. We leave automatic pattern discovery for GNNs as
potential future work. Rammer (Ma et al., 2020) is a DNN
compiler which generates efficient kernels to exploit both
the inter- and intra-operator parallelism in a DNN model.
In contrast, Graphiler targets the problem of computational
redundancy in GNN workloads.

7

C ONCLUSION

Graphiler is a compiler stack to optimize GNN workloads.
Graphiler tackles a key challenge faced by current GNN
frameworks, to achieve both high performance and expressiveness. Graphiler translates GNNs written in flexible
and expressive UDFs into a Message Passing Data Flow
Graph, enabling automatic discovery of important and GNNspecific optimizations. Experiments show that Graphiler can
accelerate homogeneous and heterogeneous GNN models
programmed in UDFs by up to two orders of magnitude
and achieve performance comparable or superior to expertoptimized implementations, while substantially saves memory consumption.
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